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terris, through the prepared surface, with a mixture of 
India ink and sepia. 
Dried ferns tastefully arranged between double glass 

are sometimes very effective; so also are broadly 
spread masses of seaweed. A very pretty curtain for 
such a " blind" window may be made with ferns laid 
upon coarse net, a second Diece of net covering them. 

FINIAL. 

The ferns must be pressed between 
blotting paper till quite flat, and 
theii laid upon the net which has 
been previously gummed and dried. 

When dry they must be painted in 
liquid green (water color), left to 
dry again, and then covered with a 
strip of net the width of the fernis. 
Hung before the window the effect 
is extremely pleasing. M. B. W. 

THE NEW CO UR TS OF LA W 
IN LOTDO.A. 

THE illustrations on this page will 
give the reader some idea of the 
artistic taste which characterizes 
the decorative work on the new 
London law-courts, recentli pub 
licly opened by the Queen. The 
buildings themselves - somewhat 
resembling in their grouping those 
of a college-are rather picturesque 
than imposing. Owing to the badly 
selected site, the architect, the late 

Mr. Street, was unable to give a 
really grand work. But, after mak 
ing allowance for the restricted 
area and other conditions over 
which he had no control, which 

have necessitated some crowding and prevented some 
portions from being well lighted, it is generally con 
ceded by fair critics that the architect has produced 
a building of great merit. A writer in The Portfolio, 
to which publication we are indebted for our illus 
trations of this notice-, says Of its character as 
a work of architectural fine art, it may be said that 
no work of modern times has done more to prove 
that architecture as an art- is not dead among us. 

In the hands of, perhaps, the great'est mas 
ter of Gothic art that its revival has produced, a build 
ing, possessing in a high degree all those characteristic 
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GATE IN THE NEW LONDON LAW COURTS. 

of noble Gothic work which Pugin and Ruskin have 

taught us to love, has been created." WVe may give 

some further specimens of the many beautiful designs 

of details made by Mr. Street, in a later number. It is 

not our province to illustrate the purely architectural 

features of the building, which doubtless will be duly 
given by our more professional contemporaries. 

REA CTION IN FURNI TURE FA SHIONS. 

ACCORDING to a writer on the subject in The Cabiinet 
Maker, published in London, a slavish following of the 
F'rench which has been the rule in fashionable furnishing 
for ages in Englarnd, is now passing away. If, says this 
writer, the history of upholstery in that country had to 
be written, the illustrations would nearly all be replicas 
of Louis Quatorze, Louis Quinze, and Louis Seize de 
signs. Such a fur 
niture volume 
w o u I d probably 

disclose almost as 
much of the ridicu 
lous as the illus 
trated chronicles 
of costume already 
reveal. But with 
the recent revival 
in England of solid 
and sensible furni 
ture, there came a 
corresponding sim 
plicitv in draperies 
and upholsteries: 

" The curtains, 
instead of being 
festooned and 
draped with heavy 
pelmet aTnd cornice 
above, were al 
lowed to h a n g 

straight from a 
plain b r a s s or 

wooden pole, and 
m e r e l y fastened 

back by a band of 

gimp or curtain 
material. The 
stuffing of the 
chairs, couches, 
settees, etc., in 
stead of bei n g 

puffed, buttoned, and full of springs, was reduced in 
proportion and became more flat and wearable. The 
remarks of such eminent men as Professor Huxley 
upon the dangers of dust, and Dr. Richardson as to 
the unhealthy associations of carpets, curtains, etc., 
told upon the irade and the public, and induced them 
to lessen the evils connected with such luxuries as 

munch as possible. Thus a thoroughly English 
fashion came about; heavily draped pelinets 
were abandoned, anal plain straight buckrams 
substituted. Bedsteads vithout hangings were 
preferred to the old funeral half-tester or four 
poster, puffy chairs were shorn of suLperfluous 
puffiness, and the upholstery of the country was 
decidedly improved." 

Our trans-Atlantic contemporary is afraid that 
the cleanly epoch is passing away, and that, as 
usual, a reaction is 
setting in; our Eng 
lish cousins are 
again to be the slaves 
of dust-catching and 
unhealthy French 
fashions, and the 
useful sanitary les 
sons of the last few 
years are to be hid 
den beneath the 
once. more increas 
ing folds of modern 
drawing - room up 
holstery. This 
comes, it is suggested, of the excesses of the 
severe school, who deemed it necessary to select 
the most dingy of colors and the dullest of sur 
roundings. The writer we are quoting avow^s a 
bias toward the English rather than the French 
school in this matter; but at the same time says 
he is not prepared to urge any furnisher to 

banish extravagant upholstery from his stock. What 
he hopes for is that a combination of sensible English 
and luxuriant French ideas may take place. T'he 
Artist, an English joumal of undoubted taste, does 
not approve of much compromise in the matter. It 
says: " After setting up a style of our own, which 
commanded the admiration of many foreigners at 

the Paris Exhibition, it is a pity that we should be once 
more dependent upon Paris. The immediate source 
of the new oscillation of taste is the upl olstery at the 
exhibition in the Champs Elys6es. One of the mon 
strosities there was a cabinet covered in plush, 
made out of deal enveloped in dull cerise velvet, the 
drawer fronts ' swagged,' and the legs dressed an(d 
fringed. The article certainly looked dainty, and a 
thoughtless person-such as those who adopt Paris 

DOORWAY OF THE CENTRAL HALL OF THE NEW LONDON LAW COURTS. 

ideas without question in dress-would admire it with 
effusion; but it would be difficult to conceive a more 
unsatisfactory piece of furniture. It offers a ready ref 
uge for dust, and the delicate swags would hardly 
retain their graceful folds or position for a week in a 
house where children existed. Still the writer in The 
Cabinet Maker has no doubt that any enterprising 
manufacturer who thought well to run up some similar 
inexpensive structures, dressing them in the same way, 
would find a ready sale for his well-clad cabinets. If 
this mode should obtain vogue, we shall presently re 
quire suits of clothes for our articles of furniture." 

THE decoration of a room in Moorish style may be 
made very attractive in a very sunny room. The chief 
objection to its use in an ordinary way is that, as the 

OAK PANEL IN ONE OF THE NEW LONDON LAW COURTS. 

window would have to be very much suppressed, the 
room would be rather dark. The windows should be 
of colored glass and, as well as the doors, should be 
veiled by rich hangings of plain or striped material. If 
striped, the stripes should be horizontal. The colors 
chiefly used by the Moors were scarlet, blue, and gold. 
The whole wall should be covered with devices. 
Horse-shoe arches should be drawn above the doors 
and windows; the arches decorated with bands of two 
strongly contrasting colors, as red and black. If 
white is introduced, it should be ivory white, the effect 
aimed at in the whole coloring being subdued richness. 
The floor should be either stained a dark color or inlaid 
with patterns in wood, tiles, or marble, either of the 
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two last named being the most appropriate. The seats 
(if any) should be low ottomans, or divans, or cushions 
on the floor. To be strictly in keeping, the ceiling 
should be decorated in colors and gold; and it woul(d 
add very considerably to the effect to have suspended 
from it a colored lamp of Moorish design, which would 
shed a lovely subdued glow when lighted in the even 
ing, and add very much to the " finish" and artistic 
beauty of the room even by day. 

SOME NOTABLE FRENCIhf BRONZES. 

THE three interesting examples given herewith of 
artistic gilt bronze work belong 1o as many successive 
epochs in French art, extending from the closing years 
of the eighteenth century to the end of the first quarter 
of the present century. For purity and simnplicity of de 
sign it will be observed that the later examples conm 
mend themselves most to the present canons of taste in 
decoration. In the larger candelabrurn 

-this, as in the case of the other, is 
o.ne of a pair which, together with the 
clock, we have had drawn from photo 
graphs of the original objects owned by 
Mr. G. E. Butler, of this city-we see a 
good instance of the ultra-classicism of 
the .Consu]ar period. The sockets for 
the loWer tier of candles are fitted in an 
tique lamps, each with a representation 
of flame, which, however, being adjusta 
ble, can be removed at pleasure. The 

; - /~~~~ 

shaft shows 
p . ~~~~~the rich bronze 

4\ . /~ ~'uwith gilding, 

*~~~~~~~~~~~~~ except for the 
- - ~~~~~~~~~delicately chis 

out with excel 
CANDELABRUM OF THE CONSULAR 1enteffect 

PERIOD.letfec 
from the dark 
backg round. 

These candelabra are nearlyt four feet high. The other 
pair are beautiful examples of the best period of the 
lFirst Em.pire. The shaft only of the graceful CCorinth 
ian column shows the structural bronze, which is 
elsewhere entirely covered with the heavy fire gilding, 

burnished only at occasional points. These candelabra, 
like those just described, have each ten branches. 
They are about three feet and a half high. In the very 
handsome gilt clock by Ledure, which we illustrate 
it is thirty-six inches high-one fails to see any indica 
tion of the decadence which is supposed to mark the 
decline of French industrial art after the fall of Bona 
parte. It is hardly necessary to say, perhaps, that no 
true connoisseur draws the line too abruptly which his 
torically divides one period of art from another. The 
date of this object is probably about the year 1820. 
One rarely finds a more admirably executed piece of 
work of the kind, so far as the mechanical part is con 
cerned, and the design is chaste and beautiful. 

DECADENCE IN FRENCH FURNITURE. 

THE exhibition of antique furniture at the Union 
Centrale des Arts Decoratifs in Paris, now closed for 

-K 
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FRENCH CLOCK OF THE RESTORATION PERIOD. 

the winter, has drawn from M. Henri Fourdinois, a well 
known designer of that city, a lament on the decadence 
of his art. It is true that it is at a very low ebb in France 
at present, and, that English makers have long since left 
the French behind, not only as regards solidity of con 
struction, but in taste also. The Revue des Arts Dec 
oratifs publishes a plate representing what it is pleased 
to call an " example of elegant simplicity," a nineteenth 
century bed, the like of which it seems to us we have 
seen in the show-rooms of our enlerprising furniture 
makers of the Bowery and Sixth Avtenue. Can it he 
that in this - matter also we are to guide our Frenc:h 
friends? It is certain that in New York, though not 
in the streets which we have mentioned, good iroclern 
furniture can be procured by payinzg a good price for it. 

M. Fourdinois attributes the decay of the art in France 
to the mania for antiques, and predicts a sudden ending 
to this mania. We are afraid he is mistaken on the 

latter point, for eveen here one who has time to spare and 
likes the exertion, can pick up at second-hand, furniture 
such as would cost him three or four times as much 
money if made to order. 

In the saine number of the same magazine, M. 
Fourdinois himself has four drawings showing the in 
terior of a Parisian bedchamber as he would fit it tup in 
the modern 
French style. 
It is no won 
der that peo 

pIe buy an 

tiques even at 

high prices, if 
such is the 
best they cani 

get of modern 
work. O f 

twenty-six 
pieces of furni 

CANDELABRUM OF THE FIRST EMPIRE 

PERIOD. 

ture-counting the window garnitures 
and a portiere-displayed in these draw 
ings, a little bureau has some pretentions 
to elegance, and a larger one does not 
look bad. Those frightful little chairs 
which seem not able to bear being 
glanced at, others with stuffy upholstery, 
an armoire with glass doors, pillars in 
the corners of the room, lambrequins, 
curtains draped to stay as they are and 
never be drawn or fully opened, portiGres 
(a lYantique, fringes, galloon, riff-raff, all 
those bourgeois " elegancies" which 

E - ' with us have been consigned to the gar 
ret, are in full glory. It is only fair to 
say, however, that M. Fourdinois is by 
trade a cabinet-maker, and as the designs 
of objects of that sort are good, he may 

-7 be the worthy successor of Boule and 
- Riesener that he is said to be. 

A CHARMING little morning-room has 
just been fitted up after the following 
simple scheme. The floor, of Georgia 
pine, is stained red-brown and shellacked. 

The walls are wainscoted to a third of the distancee 
from floor to etiling with pine, shellacked, bringing out 
a warm golden hue which harmonizes to perfection 
with a wall covering of china blue MIorris chintz hung 
-fromn a small brass rod in rather scanty folds. A drug 
get of India red covers the centre of the floor, and 
book-shelves and over-mantel of pine, shellacked, com 
plete the color-scheme of the pretty room. Furiiiture 
made of pine, shellacked, and fitted w ith loose cushions 
of Morris chintz, is matle, after designs from a clever 
young architect, to go with this room. Attractive to 
the eye as is the result attained, one can hardly tru.st 
the wear of soft pine in a room designed for family use, 
while the expense of more substantial furniture would 
be little greater. Ash is certainly preferable on the 
score of durability. Well rubbed with oil, it shows a 
beautiful grain, and very lightly stained, a pleasant, 
warmn tone is produced. 
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